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Laurence Olivier's main passion in life was theatre. Most of his cinema work was done just to get
money for new theatrical productions. Thanks to this, Olivier reigned in the stages during the
whole 20th century, as an actor and as a producer (what we call now director). In addition, he
was the first director of England's National Theatre and the first actor ever to receive a life
peerage. Olivier also participated in charitable galas, TV plays and radio plays. All these works
are compiled here, for the first time, with complete details of every stage performance,
comments by Olivier himself and hundreds of reviews that appeared in the newspapers of the
period.



LAURENCE OLIVIER STAGE WORKMARGARIDA ARAYACopyright © 2019 Margarida
Arayaslofanpage@gmail.comAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced or
utilised in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from
the author.Every effort has been made to trace the copyright holders of material quoted in this
book. If application is made in writing to the author, any omissions will be included in future
editions.All illustrations are from the author's collection.Cover: Olivier as Archie Rice in The
Entertainer (1957) – PA ImagesBack cover: Olivier opens the National Theatre in 1976 – Central
PressTo all the dearest friends I have met all these years admiring our dear boy:Esperanza,
Sarah, Carole, Kendra, Tanguy, Kinga, and many more.Some Quotes From Laurence Olivier
About Theatre And Acting"I was a marvellous Assistant Stage Manager. I ought to have stayed
an A.S.M. all my life." The Complete Films of Laurence Olivier"This stage work gives one a
freedom which films, by their very nature, can't. You can move on the stage, place yourself
where you like in the audience's eye, select your climaxes. You can't do that in films." World Film
News (1938)"The stage is the actor's show; the screen belongs to the director." (1939)"The day
you think you have nothing more to learn is the day for you to give up acting." The Stage (1946)“I
have always tried to believe that my job was to make the audience believe in the story –believe
that it was really going on. I have always thought that was the point of it.” The Times
(1955)"We've had Shakespeare all our lives. It's our most prized theatrical possession. It's
natural it should come more easily to us. I'd hate to see an English Western." The New York
Times (1956)"The theatre is a unique part of English culture. The theatre is the initial glamouriser
of thought. I would make a plea for legislation to be enforce that no theatre may in future be torn
down unless it is replaced, or another is included in the office or flat building which is proposed
to replace it." The Stage (1957)"I really couldn't stop now. Not now. I enjoy acting today even
more than I did during the first 20 years. It's my driving force. In fact, it's my life. (...) As I grow
older, I feel more and more the need, the necessity to act. You see the only time I ever feel really
alive is when I'm acting. That sounds a strange paradox, doesn't it? [Laughs] Oh gosh, that
sounds damn silly and pretentious! What I mean is the feeling of being vitally alive when one is
actively exploring and creating something new in terms of a performance. (...) I'm a very happy
man. I've learned to love the audience. Once I resented them. I felt, I don't know, I felt they were
against me. Not now." The Daily Express (1959)"I don't think I'm really the right man for the job
[directing the National Theatre], but I can't think of anyone better." (1962)"The National Theatre
building is important, but the human raw material matters most: the administrators, directors,
playwrights, actors, stage managers, designers, painters, technicians and
musicians." (1962)"You see, the only time I ever really feel alive is when I'm acting. If I stopped
acting, I'd cut my throat. I have to act to breathe." The Daily Express (1963)"We want it [The
National Theatre] to be an international theatre but with an allowable predominance of British
plays. We aim to develop, in time, a company which will be the finest in the world." Daily Mirror
(1963)"His [the actor's] work is as important as that of the doctor, the psychologist and the



minister." The Stage (1964)"The stage actor certainly needs the voice, certainly needs all the
vocal control, all the breath control, all the techniques of the voice, certainly needs all the miming
power imaginable, certainly needs the hands, certainly needs the eyes he needs them all.(...)
And as I went on to the stage [to perform Richard III] –the house was not even full– I felt this
thing. I felt for the first time that the critics had approved, that the public had approved, and they
had created a kind of grapevine, and that particular audience had felt impelled to come to see
me. It was an overwhelming feeling, a head-reeling feeling, and it went straight to my head. I felt
the feeling I'd never felt before, this complete confidence. I felt, if you like, what an actor must
finally feel: I felt a little power of hypnotism; I felt that I had them." Great Acting (1966)"Acting,
though, is a chancy profession today, much more so than when I was beginning, and despite TV
opportunities. (…) Acting is natural for me, a task, a yoke that I have learned to love and work
under. I could not live with-out it, and I would positively hate never to act again. What I often think
people can't realise is the tremendous energy you must put into it. (…) I don't want to cast myself
as an old eminence. I hope I am never type-cast. The danger, always, is that once you are there,
arrived, you are there. And that's that. I don't want to become an old museum piece. That would
be rather awful, wouldn't it?" The Daily Express (1967)"It does seem sometimes that acting is
hardly the occupation for an adult. False noses, lots of makeup and gum on my face. I can't
stand it anymore. I hope I'll never do another West End play. I don't know of any elderly actors
who enjoy acting very much. One is too conscientious to enjoy it. But without it I would die, I
suppose." (1969)"I believe in the theatre; I believe in it as the first glamorizer of thought. It
restores dramatic dynamics and their relationships to life size. I believe that in a great city, or
even in a small city or a village, a great theatre is the outward and visible sign of an inward and
probable culture". Maiden Speech in the House of Lords (1971)"I can never act as myself. I have
to have a pillow up my jumper, a false nose, or a moustache or wig. I can't do it; I cannot come
on looking like me and be someone else." (1972)"Acting is lying, and good acting is lying
convincingly." On ActingCONTENTINTRODUCTIONOLIVIER AND THE THEATRETHE
20'sTHE 30'sTHE 40'sTHE 50'sTHE 60'sTHE 70'sTHE 80sTV PLAYSRADIO, NARRATIONS &
RECORDINGSBIBLIOGRAPHYABOUT THE AUTHORINTRODUCTIONThis book compiles
Laurence Olivier's theatrical and live performances, spanning from his first school plays in the
late 10s to his last appearances in the late 80s.In the theatre section [the main section] besides
the plays I have also included all Olivier's appearances live on stage, as he participated in all
sort of galas and matinées to get funds for multiple noble causes. When, in the mid-1950s,
Olivier was appointed director of the Actors' Orphanage, following Noël Coward, he organized
several Night of 100 Stars galas which, not only were very successful but, according to all the
names that participated every year, showed that Olivier had a lot of drawing power and many
friends in the show business. In these galas, also, he was able to set free his comedy timing
because he always performed the most hilarious sketches.Due to the lack of space, I had to
summarise the remaining two sections [TV plays and radio plays] with just the main information.
In the cast section, I have also specified only the character performed by Olivier, his wives –Jill



Esmond, Vivien Leigh, Joan Plowright– or his brother Dickie.This book can also be viewed as an
exposition of theatrical reviews' story. If you, like myself, love theatrical reviews (hence this book)
you can spot the evolution of the newspapers and their critics[1]. For example, it is very
interesting to note how the Times credited their critics: first, they weren't mentioned at all; in the
mid-fifties, it appeared the formula "from our dramatic critic", and it wasn't until 1967 that the
name of Irving Wardle was credited for the first time. Other newspapers started to credit their
critics much earlier, like The Daily Mirror in 1929, or to mention, at least, his initials (like many
local newspapers). It is also curious to note that during all Olivier's career the figure of the
director (or producer, as it was known in those days) is almost ignored in the reviews; that's why,
in the plays only directed by Olivier, there are only a few lines in the reviews section and not very
much information. Usually, the critics preferred to talk –sometimes endlessly– about the
character he was playing, and not about his performance.OLIVIER AND THE THEATREAbove
all things in the world, Laurence Olivier loved the theatre.From his performances in front of the
family, at a tender age, to his most serious roles at the All Saints School, young Olivier was
destined to be on the stage. Although, as he told on many occasions, it was his father, the
Reverend Olivier, who led him to the theatre ["Don't be such a fool, you're not going to India,
you're going on the stage"] as the only dream Olivier had at that time was to reunite himself with
his older brother Dickie in India. At Elsie Fogerty's Central School of Speech, he and Peggy
Ashcroft, were the best students of that year, winning ex aequo the Dawson Milward Cup. One
year of theatrical studies wasn't enough to develop the knowledge, so Olivier started to work in
tens of productions to get the real experience. Contrary to many stars of today, he started from
the very bottom, working as an assistant manager and playing roles of just a few lines of
dialogue. He changed continually between companies and toured around the country until he
stayed for some years at the Birmingham Repertory. The number of plays he performed during
those years (changing roles from one week to another) gives us an idea of how he obtained all
his theatrical wisdom; apparently, he spent all those years living in a stage twenty-four hours a
day. When his roles increased, and he got a certain reputation, he moved to the West End
theatres.During the early thirties, he was considered a romantic leading man and started to
receive offers to work at the cinema. He also started to direct (or manage, as they called it in
those days) some plays. After a popular production of Romeo and Juliet, where he and John
Gielgud interchanged the roles of Romeo and Mercutio, the Old Vic 'sign him up' to perform
several Shakespeare plays on their stage. Olivier was now the star, and he took the opportunity
to introduce some changes into general acting as well as his own. For instance, opposed to
Gielgud, he decided to declaim the verse as natural as possible ["his blank verse is the blankest
I have ever heard" said the critic of the Evening Standard] and transformed his Romeo, Hamlet,
Henry, Lear into "virile" and athletic characters. As his colleague and friend Ralph Richardson
stated, he was a "splendid fury". On the other hand, as he always believed in creating the
characters from the outside and, feeling insecure due to some physical flaws –his nose or legs,
according to him–, for each role, he started to transform his face for each role with the help of a



lot of make-up. Vivien Leigh, his future second wife, said about his 1937 Macbeth: "You hear
Macbeth's first line, then Larry's makeup comes on, then Banquo comes on, then Larry comes
on."The legend of Olivier, as we know him, was born. Within three or four years, not only he was
to be known as one of the main Shakespearian actors, but he was also going to meet Vivien
Leigh and becoming a Hollywood star as well. Regarding cinema, it is curious to note that
despite being worldwide known through the cinema, Olivier never liked the media and, as he
said in many occasions, he used the cinema and its money to maintain his theatre projects. In
fact, the only thing he liked about the cinema was to direct films. For him, the real performance
could only be achieved on stage. [The curious thing here is that among all the books published
about Olivier, besides the biographies, all the books are only focused on his cinema career. That
is why I decided to write this book, among other things.]In the mid-forties, after his acclaimed
Richard III and Lear, and his debut as a cinema director with Henry V, he became a real
celebrity, preceding the Beatlemania itself. It is not very well known nowadays, but hundreds of
persons used to queue in front the St James' theatre, even staying the night before, to get tickets
for one of his performances and shouting at the stage door: "We want Larry!". Olivier and Vivien
Leigh would become theatre royalty for two decades. In this height of popularity, Olivier was
knighted in 1946 "for services to the stage and films". He was the youngest person to receive a
knighthood. At the end of the forties, together with Leigh and the Old Vic Company, he carried
out an unprecedented tour through Australia and New Zealand. The Oliviers were received as if
they were a royal visit. During the Australian tour the Old Vic got rid of its three managers
(Olivier, Ralph Richardson and John Burrell) so Olivier and Leigh leased the St James' Theatre
for their productions at the beginning of the 50s decade. This decade saw more great tours (the
two Cleopatras in New York and the European tour of Titus, even visiting the other side of the
Iron Curtain). But, the pivotal moment of this decade and a turning point in Olivier's career was
The Entertainer by John Osborne. Olivier joined the new generation of playwrights and actors
surprising his good old fans. This period also coincided with the end of his marriage to Vivien
Leigh, ending an era of theatrical royalty.The sixties brought Olivier the position of the director of
the brand new Chichester Festival (where he stayed for two years) before becoming the director
of the first –and long-awaited– Britain's National Theatre. Established at the Old Vic building, it
was a sort of return to Olivier origins. During a decade he directed and starred in a lot of several
and acclaimed roles there, among them Uncle Vanya (first produced for the Chichester Festival),
Othello, The Dance of Death or Long Day's Journey into Night. Luckily for us, some of these
plays were recorded and broadcasted on TV or cinema. In 1970, he was the first actor to receive
a peerage, becoming Baron Olivier of Brighton. On March 21st, 1974, Olivier ended his
performances at the National Theatre with a minor play, The Party. He kneeled down to kiss the
stage floor. It was not then known, either to Olivier or to his colleagues, that it had been his last
performance on any theatre stage.The greatness of Olivier as the leading figure of the English
stage during the 20th century can be explained for several reasons. First, because he was a
manager as well as an actor and for most of his life, he had control over his career. As he stated,



he followed the theatre Nineteenth-century tradition: "Henry Irving died two years before I was
born, so I am as if I had taken part of his Company." He also had great physical power and titanic
willpower. Some of his colleagues also noted that he was an obsessive man with a desperate
need to succeed. To him, anything less than success and perfection was not tolerable.The Daily
Mail critic, David Lewin, summed up Olivier's eminence in these lines: "He had all the right
cards, and he knew how to play them: physical power, an effortless voice, limpid blue eyes that
could chill even at the back of the stalls, superb timing, the capacity to dig up pain from a deep
and terrible personal reservoir, and colossal nerve."Here is a guide of Sir Laurence Olivier's
stage work.THE 20'sThe first acknowledged time that Olivier participated in a theatre play
(Shakespeare, what else) was at the age of ten in his All Saints School. He played the part of
Maria, Olivia's gentlewoman in Twelfth Night. After his triumph as Puck in St Edward's School in
Oxford, he followed his father advice, and he applied to the Central School of Speech and
Drama, directed by Elsie Fogerty, in 1924. After finishing the one-year course (together with
Peggy Ashcroft) he started to get small theatrical works, mainly as assistant manager. His first
professional appearance in a stage was in Brighton (The Unfailing Instinct) in 1925, and then he
got some small roles with the Lewis Casson and Sybil Thorndike company. One year later, he
joined the Birmingham Repertory where he started to get bigger roles. At the end of the 20s, he
got simultaneously his first triumph (to open Journey's End) and his first failure (to leave
Journey's End after a month to star in Beau Geste). He also performed for the first time in New
York, in 1929, following his future wife, Jill Esmond. But they returned to London soon
after.JULIUS CAESARTWELFTH NIGHT (scenes)THE TAMING OF THE SHREWA
MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAMTHE MERCHANT OF VENICE [scene]BYRONTHE MERRY
WIVES OF WINDSORTHROUGH THE CRACKHENRY IV, part 2MACBETHWOLVESTHE
UNFAILING INSTINCTTHE GHOST TRAINTHE TEMPESTJULIUS CAESARHENRY
VIIIOEDIPUS TYRANNUSTHE CENCIMARVELLOUS HISTORY OF SAINT BERNARDTHE
MERCHANT OF VENICETHE SONGTHE BARBER AND THE COWTHE FARMER'S
WIFESOMETHING TO TALK ABOUTWELL OF THE SAINTSTHE THIRD FINGERTHE
MANOCH FAMILYTHE COMEDIANUNCLE VANYAALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELLTHE
PLEASURE GARDENSHE STOOPS TO CONQUERQUALITY STREETBIRD IN HAND
(i)ADVERTISING APRILTHE SILVER BOXTHE ADDING MACHINEAREN'T WOMEN
WONDERFULROAD TO RUINMACBETHBACK TO METHUSELAHHAROLDTHE TAMING OF
THE SHREWBIRD IN HAND (ii)PAUL AMONG THE JEWSTHE DARK PATHJOURNEY'S
ENDBEAU GESTEPRIZE GIVING AT WOODSIDE HOUSE SCHOOLTHE CIRCLE OF
CHALKPARIS BOUNDTHE STRANGER WITHINMURDER ON THE SECOND FLOORTHE
LAST ENEMYJULIUS CAESARDecember 1917 // September 1918All Saints School
(London)CASTGerard 'Dickie' Olivier (Caesar), Laurence Olivier (Brutus), Ralph Taylor-
ForbesCREDITSDirection: Geoffrey Heald | Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYJulius
Caesar returns victorious from his campaign against Pompey. His growing popularity creates
resentment amongst a group of tribunes led by Cassius. Cassius succeeds in recruiting



Caesar’s best friend Brutus in a plot to assassinate Caesar. [It was performed only the first half
of the play]OLIVIER:"I do remember there was quite a fuss made at the school over my
performance. It has been cited often since as some sort of epiphany wherein I discovered my
true calling as an actor. Perhaps, but I doubt it. I worked hard at it because I wanted so badly to
be good and not seem an amateur –that much I'll say. I felt I was in a constant no-holds-barred
competition with the other boys, and since I was such a bloody dud at sports and other things, I
felt that if I mucked up there I would forever be a total outcast. So, yes, I did set out to distinguish
myself, or at least save myself from embarrassment. And I suspect that I used a lot of tricks I had
learned about realism from the play-acting I had done with my mother and sister at home. But
no, it was not an epiphany for me in the sense of discovering that I was born to be on the stage.
Indeed, even if I had experienced such feelings I would have had to deny them, since I had been
brought up to believe that acting was not something that someone of our circumstances aspired
to do with one's life. A diversion, perhaps, but not a vocation. Which is not to say that the
experience wasn't an epiphany of another sort. What I mean is that it gave me a much more
secure perception of myself than I had ever had before in a personal sense. Call it ego, self-
esteem, self-confidence –whatever you wish. Having been made to feel rather worthless for so
many years, it was a tremendous shot in the arm."Sir Larry"My first opportunity was accidental –
whose isn't? I had been cast for the Second Citizen in Julius Caesar, our Christmas play. At the
early rehearsals I found myself delightedly and undoubtedly scoring, eliciting enthusiastic
laughter from boys and clergy alike. Our Cassius was not happily cast and Brutus, an older boy
named Ralph Taylor, whose mother was the actress Mary Forbes and who was showing himself
to be a born actor, was switched to Cassius. I, in whom my masters apparently saw like
potentialities, was raised from Second Citizen to Brutus, and the original Cassius was made to
feel happier as the Second Citizen."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"The small boy who
played Brutus is already a great actor."Ellen Terry, 1917"My dear man, he is Brutus."Forbes-
Robertson to Olivier's father, 1917TWELFTH NIGHT (scenes)December 1918All Saints School
(London)CASTLaurence Olivier (Maria), Fabia Drake, John Freebairn-Smith, Jack Sutters, Fred
OxleyCREDITSDirection: Geoffrey Heald | Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYTwo twins
separated in a shipwreck (Viola and Sebastian) arrive at the kingdom of Illyria. Viola disguises
herself as a boy, and the reigning Duke Orsino employs her. Orsino’s love interest is the Lady
Olivia who will not reciprocate him as she is mourning the death of her father.OLIVIER:"A
performance for which the casting must forever be regarded as the most unique in all theatre
history."Olivier in Celebration"The fourth year (I was twelve) I played Maria in 'Scenes from
Twelfth Night'. We lost our Sir Toby due to sudden illness and the part was played by a
churchwarden's daughter called Ethel McGlinchy, a name which, wisely following the trend, she
changed to Fabia Drake –a name much revered in later years by all audiences at Stratford-upon-
Avon. This casting was an odd variation of the Elizabethan tradition: boy was playing girl, but girl
was also playing boy. Ellen Terry came to that too, and I was told she 'chuckled at every line' I
spoke –a palpable exaggeration from an overfond reporter; my memory is of an extremely forced



Maria, who steadfastly refused to bubble deliciously."Confessions of An ActorTHE TAMING OF
THE SHREWDecember 1920 // April 28th, 1922All Saints School (London) // Shakespeare
Memorial Theatre (Stratford-Upon-Avon)CASTLaurence Olivier (Katharina), Geoffrey Heald
(Petruchio), Laurence NaismithCREDITSDirection: Geoffrey Heald | Author: William
ShakespeareTHE PLAYLucentio, a student arrived in Padua, hears that the merchant Baptista
has two daughters, but the younger, prettier daughter, Bianca, cannot be married before her
strong-willed sister, Katherina. On seeing Bianca, Lucentio falls in love with her. Meanwhile,
Petruchio, a young adventurer from Verona, learns about Katherina and decides to woo her, with
the help of Gremio and Hortensio.OLIVIER:"Geoffrey Heald was a stunning Petruchio and I was
allowed to be his Kate. In the subsequent year, the whole play was undertaken. Father Heald's
direction was brilliant, and he injected into my consciousness a conviction that I was, in fact,
being a woman. This production made such an impression that we were invited to the
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre at Stratford-upon-Avon to give a special matinée –I remember it
was for Shakespeare's birthday in 1922. That, of course, was an amateur appearance, but my
first sniff of a real theatre from 'that' side of the footlights."Confessions of An Actor"We must
have been very good because we were invited to play a special matinee at Stratford-on-Avon on
Shakespeare's birthday itself –that must have been in 1922– and we played there in the old
theatre. I can always show off and boast that I played in the old theatre before it was burnt."Great
ActingREVIEWS"Katharina and Bianca may be judged with little reservation on account of their
age, and, indeed, there is no call for a patronising indulgence. Katharina has fire of her own (...).
If the action halts for a moment, you may be occupied in wonder at the lines so well and clearly
spoken, or may ask yourself how it is that boys have so wonderfully learned even to walk like
women. You felt that if an apple were thrown to this Katharina she would instinctively try to catch
it in her lap, and if the apples give her pleasure we hope with all gratitude that someone will
make the experiment."The Times, 29 April 1922"Some of the acting was really admirable. The
Shrew was boldly and vigorously played, with dark, flashing eyes and a spiteful
voice."Birmingham Post, 29 April 1922"The boy took the part of Kate made a fine, bold, black-
eyed hussy, badly in need of taming, and I cannot remember any actress in the part who looked
better."W.A. Darlington, The Daily Telegraph, 1922"The Katherina was an excellent study of
scowling bad temper. The lad's delivery of the tame shrew's closing oration was a capital
effort."Birmingham Mail, 1922A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAMDecember 10th, 1923St.
Edward's School Hall (Oxford)CASTLaurence Olivier (Puck)CREDITSDirection: W.H.A. Cowell |
Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYThe lives of four lovers and an amateur troupe of actors,
in an enchanted forest called Athens, are modified and influenced by the forest fairies led by
their king Oberon and his estranged wife, Queen Titania.OLIVIER:"Played Puck very well –much
to everybody's disgust."Olivier's Diary"lt was now that I discovered a priceless gift in myself. At
times when prospects have seemed altogether without hope some deep-seated truculence in
my nature has asserted itself. A small, sharp poniard of steel passes through my brain and a
voice seems to come from my lips, saying, 'So that's it, is it? This dismally wretched part, this



utterly hopeless, so-called opportunity. Okay. Right. In that case –I don't know yet how, but I'll
knock their bloody eyes out with it somehow. Puck was obviously a success throughout the
show. I can't think of anything in particular that I did with it beyond the most obviously high-
spirited things. Our unloved but not really bad old toadstool of a senior master, bearded and
elfin, immemorially enthroned as the producer of whatever the school play happened to be, had
arranged a much-admired innovation. I was to dance about among the audience, up and clown
the aisles and to and fro among the cross-sections, making surprise appearances, my face lit
from underneath by two torch-lamps which were fixed to a harness round my chest. But there
and then I learnt that Shakespeare could look after himself and look after, too, the actor who
trusts him. In the end, there was no particularly marked applause for me, but I knew well the
school tradition –fair dos for all."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"By far the most notable
performance was that of Puck. He seemed to put more 'go' into it than the others and succeeded
in individualising his part. To my mind he was a little too robust and jovial for such a quick-footed,
light-fingered person, but at any rate he gave a consistent rendering, and showed by his
gestures and movements that he has a knowledge of acting and a good mastery of
technique."R.C.M, St Edward's School Magazine, 1923"A word must be said about Olivier's
rendering of Puck. It was so distinctly original that it set the audience thinking. Probably more
than one went away saying, 'That's not at all my idea of Puck.' But was it not Shakespeare's
idea? That is a very tenable view."A parent, St Edward's School Magazine, 1923THE
MERCHANT OF VENICE [scene]1924Central School of Speech (London)CASTLaurence
Olivier (Shylock), Peggy AshcroftTHE PLAYAntonio, a young merchant, obtains a loan from
Shylock on behalf of his friend Bassanio who requires the money to woo a wealthy heiress,
Portia. Shylock agrees to lend the money on condition of claiming a pound of Antonio's flesh in
case of default of payment.REVIEWS"He [Olivier] did not hand you his whole performance on a
plate but left you to discover him."Athene Seyler, 1924"Olivier was a shaggy, coltish lad who was
still growing."Gwynneth Thurburn (teacher at the CSS), The Birmingham Daily Gazette, 13 May
1953BYRONNovember 30th, 1924Century Theatre (London)CASTLyceum Club Stage Society:
Henry Oscar, Esme Biddle, A. Harding Steerman, Fred O'Donovan, Marjorie Clarke-Jervoise,
Hazel Jones, Douglas Osborne, Tristan Rawson, John Redmond, George Blackwood, Fred
Piper, Laurence Olivier (Suliot Officer)CREDITSDirection: Henry Oscar | Author: Alice LawTHE
PLAYThe life of Lord Byron related in seven episodes: from his imminent wedding to his death in
Greece.REVIEWS"It is, as it were, a series of notes for a full-length biography. For the most part
they make pleasant reading. Except when she is moved to rhetoric by the subject of Greek
liberty, the author writes natural and simple dialogue, and brings down her curtain on an episode
as soon as it has made its point."The Times, 2 December 1924"This was the locale of the last
three Episodes; showing the welcome arrival of Byron at Missolonghi, when Prince
Matrocordato, the Leader of the Western Greeks, and his comrades were impecunious and hard
pressed; the bard's dismissal of a mutinous Suliot officer, almost the best scene in the play; and
his death next morning."The Stage, 4 December 1924THE MERRY WIVES OF



WINDSORDecember 14th, 1924Regent Theatre (London)CASTThe Fellowship of Players: Sybil
Faye, Leonard Walker, Cecil Brooking, Rosemary Clifford, Prunella Norman Page, Cicely Page,
Marian Wilson, Philip Cunningham, Douglas Burbidge, Oliver Crombie, Helena Millais, Jean
Cadell, Margaret Scudamore, Arnold Pilbeam, Rodion Rathbone, Tristan Rawson, Percy
Rhodes, Roger Livesey, Peter Dear, John Hurnall, Edward Bampfylde, W.F.Demptser, Gerald
Godley, Laurence Olivier (servant), Frederick Harker, Alan Edmiston, D.Hay Petrie, Roy Byford,
J.Leslie FrithCREDITSDirection: Stephen Thomas | Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYJohn
Falstaff is a womaniser and a money grabber who pretends to woo two married women of
Windsor: Mrs Page and Mrs Ford.REVIEWS"The Fellowship of Players deserve our thanks for
this performance and for the enormous amount of work they must have done to carry through so
finished a production for one night only."The Times, 15 December 1924"It was played in curtains
in the Elizabethan manner with a property man (very amusingly taken by Mr Roger Livesey) for
moving the furniture. The excellent cast entered wholeheartedly into the rollicking fun of the
thing, and the ensemble was noteworthy for a single performance."The Era, 17 December
1924THROUGH THE CRACKJanuary 1st, 1925St Christopher Theatre
(Letchworth)CASTWalter Schofield, Hugh Higson, Molley Lumley, Harold Anstruther, Florence
Wood, Henry Cass, Katherine Rackstraw, Bettie Laurie, Laurence
Olivier (understudy)CREDITSDirection: Edith Craig | Author: Algernon Blackwood and Violet A.
Pearn | ASM: Laurence OlivierTHE PLAYBased on Blackwood's 1909 novel The Education of
Uncle Paul and the 1915 novel The Extra Day, it explores the land of lost childhood on the
threshold between today and tomorrowOLIVIER:"I got a little job in Letchworth, of all places: I
was a general understudy and A.S.M., and that sort of thing."Great Acting"When you are having
tea during the interval, and you hear a bell summoning you back, you'll know that my finger is on
that bell!"The Oliviers"The first job was humble enough for me to claim that I started at the
veritable bottom: I was second assistant stage manager and general understudy in a play for
children, the name of which has never failed to bring a smile to the lips of the average profane
grown-up –Through the Crack."Confessions of An ActorNEWS"The first performance of a
season of plays at the new St. Christopher Theatre at Letchworth was given on Thursday
afternoon, Mr Algernon Blackwood's Through the Crack. (…) Through the Crack is to be
repeated until January 10."The Times, 3 January 1925HENRY IV, part 2February 8th,
1925Regent Theatre (London)CASTThe Fellowship of Players: Ernest Meads, Edward
Bampfylde, W.F.Dempster, Noel Allinson, Roger Livesey, Dorothy Green, Alan Edmiston, Muriel
De Castro, Alfred Clark, Hubert Woodward, Herbert Whitman, Dora Gregory, Patrick Gover,
Edmund Willard, Daphne Scorer, Janet Barrow, Barbara Curtis, Nancy Harker, Juana Hudson,
Robert Glennie, Eugene Leahy, Douglas Burbidge, Flora Grey, Audrey Cameron, Marion
Rathbone, Herbert Whitman, Leonard Calvert, Tristan Rawson, Michael Hogan, Robert Harris,
Godfrey Kenton, Madge Whiteman, Horace Sequeira, D.Hay Petrie, Harrison Lawson, Laurence
Olivier (Master Snare and Thomas of Clarence), Peter Ridgeway, Graveley Edwards, Frederick
BurtwellCREDITSDirection: L.E. Berman | Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYPrince Hal



continues battling the rebels lead by the Archbishop of York, Lords Mowbray and Hastings.
Meanwhile, his friend Falstaff recruits men to fight for him, but the Prince ultimately rejects
him.REVIEWS"How difficult it is to make Henry the Fourth (Part II) anything but a series of small
pictures was shown in last night's production by the Fellowship of Players at the Regent Theatre.
Falstaff, princes, nobles, justices, and the women may be all of an age and of a set of incidents,
yet together they make less a story than a succession of vivid studies, which even the absence
of pauses between the scenes cannot serve to make into a natural whole. Last night the play
was made to move as quickly as it may. (…) All the lighter scenes were splendidly presented.
(…) There were fewer signs of under-rehearsal than are to be found in some Sunday
productions. The producer should, nevertheless, take care that his instructions are not heard
beyond the footlights while a scene is in progress. 'Speak up' is apt to disturb the atmosphere at
a tense moment."The Times, 9 February 1925MACBETHFebruary 1925St Christopher School
(Letchworth)CASTNorman Wilson, Beatrice Wilson, Laurence
Olivier (Lennox)CREDITSDirection: Norman Wilson and Beatrice Wilson | Author: William
Shakespeare | ASM: Laurence OlivierTHE PLAYKing Duncan’s generals, Macbeth and Banquo,
meet three strange women on a bleak Scottish moorland on their way home from crushing a
revolt. The women prophesy that Macbeth will be given the title of Thane of Cawdor and then
become King of Scotland, while Banquo’s heirs shall be kings.OLIVIER:"His wife [Norman
Wilson's], Beatrice Wilson, an underrated actress and an angelic woman, was the second-best
Lady Macbeth I ever remember. I was Lennox (quite a step up) and a much more experienced
assistant stage manager now."Confessions of An ActorNEWS"From February 4 to 7 Dido and
Aeneas will be performed, followed by Macbeth, produced by Mss Beatrice Wilson."The Times,
3 January 1925WOLVESMay 19th, 1925Guildhall School of Music (London)CASTPivot Club:
Laurence Olivier (Brash), Henry Downes, Harry NelsonCREDITSDirection: Hazel Thompson |
Author: J.J. BellTHE PLAYBrash and Farraut have struck gold while prospecting in the frozen
wastes of Northern Canada but are caught in the grip of winter and forced to wait for spring
before they can clear up their claim and return to civilisation.[The band of students and ex-
students of the Central School of Speech Training and Dramatic Art presented four one-act
plays]REVIEWS"The three half-crazed protagonists were impersonated with forceful
effectiveness by Laurence Olivier, Henry Downes and Harry Nelson. The producer, Miss Hazel
Thompson, is to be congratulated on her work."The Stage, 11 June 1925THE UNFAILING
INSTINCTJune 22nd / June 29th & August 17th / July 6th / August 3rd / August 31st / September
7th / September 14th / September 21st, 1925Brighton Hippodrome / Prince of Wales
(Birmingham) / Golders Green Hippodrome (London) / Palace (Manchester) / Pier
(Eastbourne) / His Majesty's Theatre (Aberdeen) / Theatre Royal (Glasgow) / BrixtonCASTRuby
Miller, Edith Saville, Haddon Mason, Laurence Olivier (Armand St Cyr)CREDITSDirection:
Lionelle Howard | Author: Julian FrankTHE PLAYA young fan while interviewing his idol, a great
French actress, discovers that she is, in fact, his mother.[One-act play that preceded The Ghost
Train.]OLIVIER:"It was a playlet called The Unfailing Instinct, written by Julian Franks himself to



provide a vehicle for Miss Ruby, his star for the first try-out of The Ghost Train, which was
thought to be a little on the short side for the provinces, where audiences liked to get their
money's worth. (...) This curtain-raiser had to be specially tailored for Miss Miller, giving her an
opportunity, by contrasting material, to show what she reckoned to be her staggering versatility.
She was, in this 'Zee Grande Fraunsh Actrice' who had been prevailed on by an old lover to give
a gracious interview to a young boy –me– still in his teens, who had developed an adoring craze
for her. Within a giddily short space of time, she had divined that I was none other than her own
son. I don't think I'll go on; I might spoil it."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"The main piece
[The Ghost Train] is preceded by a one-act play, The Unfailing Instinct, which affords Ruby Miller
scope for another study as Madame Georgette, assisted by Edith Saville, Haddon Mason and
Laurence Olivier."The Stage, 6 August 1925"Mr Laurence Olivier made a good deal out of a
rather small part."Brighton press, 1925THE GHOST TRAINJune 22nd / June 29th & August
17th / July 6th / August 3rd / August 31st / September 7th / September 14th / September 21st,
1925Brighton Hippodrome / Prince of Wales (Birmingham) / Golders Green Hippodrome
(London) / Palace (Manchester) / Pier (Eastbourne) / His Majesty's Theatre (Aberdeen) /
Theatre Royal (Glasgow) / BrixtonCASTJ. W. Austin, Florence Harwood, Anthony Holles, Vincent
Holman, Basil Howes, Haddon Mason, Harold B. Meade, Ruby Miller, Alick Pape, Beatrice
Quennell, Edith Saville, Hugh E. Wright, Gladys Ffolliot, Hazel Jones, Laurence Olivier
(policeman)CREDITSDirection: Lionelle Howard | Author: Arnold RidleyTHE PLAYIn a Maine
village, near the Canadian border, there is a legend about a ghost train which passes through
leaving death in its wake. Rum and narcotic smugglers use this story and the villagers'
superstition to their advantage, but an apparently incompetent detective appears to clear the
mystery.[It came after the one-act play The Unfailing Instinct.]REVIEWS"A scene of tremendous
enthusiasm marked the close of the first performance of The Ghost Train, the super-thriller, of
which Mr Arnold Ridley, of Bath, is the author, at the Brighton Theatre Royal on Monday night.
(…) An atmosphere of terror is created with the rise of the curtain, and it is cleverly maintained
till within a few moments of the end."Bath Chronicle and Weekley Gazette, 27 June 1925"The
Ghost Train is the best thriller I have ever seen. It sprayed me with cold showers like a shower-
bath, and through my hair like an electric brush."R. Compton Rhodes, The Birmingham Post, 3
July 1925"The rest of the company is well equipped both on the serious and comedy sides."The
Era, 4 July 1925"Great praise is due to the company as a whole for capital work."The Stage, 6
August 1925"The acting is worthy of this or a better play. (…) The staging of the play, with its half-
lights, was an eerie as could be wished, and the arrivals of the two trains the real and the ghostly
one, were a triumph of realism."Aberdeen Press and Journal, 8 September 1925"Mr Laurence
Olivier has found a way to stand out a lot in a quite secondary role."Brighton newspaper,
1925THE TEMPESTNovember 2nd, 1925Century Theatre (London) and tourCASTThe Lena
Ashwell Players: Frank Follows, Basil Radford, Laurence Olivier (Antonio), Godfrey Kenton,
Philip Brandon, Olive Walter, Mack Ward, Frank Macrae, Joan Handfield, Averil Ingram, Diana
Tilby, S. Crowther Smith, Ruth Povah, A. Corney Grain, Beryl Freeman, Margaret Kenton, Patrick



Gover, Ernest Meads, John KillnerCREDITSDirection: Beatrice Wilson | Author: William
ShakespeareTHE PLAYProspero, the former Duke of Milan, and his daughter Miranda have
been usurped by his brother Antonio and banished to an island. Prospero establishes on the
island with his books of magic, a savage creature called Caliban and Ariel, a sprite, as his
slaves.OLIVIER:"I was engaged to play Antonio in The Tempest –not exactly a golden
opportunity– and three parts (it hardly matters which) in Julius Caesar."Confessions of An
ActorREVIEWS"Only this week Miss Lena Aswell and her repertory company at the Century
Theatre in London have been producing The Tempest in accordance with the theories of Mr
Colin Hill, who believes that this last play of Shakespeare was actually a mystery play, symbolic
of the initiation and progress of the human soul. Whatever may be thought of this view, Miss
Ashwell's experiment must be welcomed."Yorkshire Post and Leeds Intelligencer, 9 November
1925JULIUS CAESARNovember 16th, 1925Century Theatre (London) and tourCASTThe Lena
Ashwell Players: Alan Webb, Laurence Olivier (Flavius / Crowd)CREDITSDirection: Beatrice
Wilson | Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYJulius Caesar returns victorious from his
campaign against Pompey. His growing popularity creates resentment amongst a group of
tribunes led by Cassius. Cassius succeeds in recruiting Caesar’s best friend Brutus in a plot to
assassinate Caesar.OLIVIER:"I had an opportunity with them [Lena Ashwell players] when I was
playing Flavius in Julius Caesar. There was a couple of very dreary wreathes pinned to the
curtain, and the great thing to do was to tear them down angrily, and, if possible, tear down the
curtain as well, to see the naked behinds of the girls dressing at the back: that was a big laugh.
And one-day Marullus was standing on a little beer box as a rostrum and saying, 'Knew you not
Pompey', and he had long pants and they came off underneath his toga and folded over this
beer box so that he couldn't move, couldn't get off. Well, I laughed so much I had to leave the
stage and the next morning I was fired."Great Acting"I was playing the part of Flavius, not exactly
the most taxing role in the world, and Crowds. You've got to have Crowds in Julius Caesar, no
matter how small. Somehow I don't think I was a very good Crowd, for I spent most of my time
trying to make the other actors giggle, which of course eventually led to my downfall."On
ActingREVIEWS"Altogether it was a very enjoyable and instructive performance."Star, 27
November 1925HENRY VIIIDecember 23rd, 1925Empire Theatre (London)CASTGeorge
Blackwood, Zillah Carter, Primrose Morgan, Desmond Deane, Ada King, Angela Baddeley,
Lawrence Anderson, H R Hignett, E Lyall Swete, Harold Scott, Mrs Arthur Whitby, Arthur
Wontner, Eugene Leahy, H.Reyner Barton, Osborne Adair, Cyril Hardingham, Norman V.
Norman, John H. Moore, Hubert Carter, O. B. Clarence, Beatrice Smith, Lewis Casson, Sybil
Thorndike, Stockwell Hawkins, Philip Clowes, Chris Walker, Charles Bond, Doris Kealy, Matthew
Forsyth, William J Miller, William Fazan, Bruce Winston, Laurence Olivier (first serving man and
ASM), Carol ReedCREDITSDirection: Lewis T. Casson, Bronson Albery | Author: William
Shakespeare | Set design: Charles RickettsTHE PLAYA historical play that tells King Henry’s
courtship of Anne Boleyn and his subsequent separation from the Catholic
Church.REVIEWS"'Be sad, as we would make ye,' urges the speaker of the Prologue; but the



audience on the first night of the revival, if it found 'such noble scenes as draw the eye to flow,'
found also scenes of animated movement, scenes of characteristic beauty, and always the
artistic endeavour of an enterprise for which Miss Thorndike, in alliance with Mr Carson and Mr
Bronson Albery, deserves both the thanks and the support of the serious play-going public."The
Stage, 31 December 1925OEDIPUS TYRANNUSJanuary 10th, 1926New Scala Theatre
(London)CASTHenry Cohen, Percy Walsh, Lawrence Anderson, Tristan Rawson, Edward
Craven, Geoffrey Dunlop, Alan Edmiston, Frank Gilmore, Julian Herbage, Douglas Hutchison,
David Olive, Eric Portman, Claude Ricks, George Sloane, Roland Thurnam, Alan Trotter,
Richard Turner, H.Webster, Austin Trevor, Wilfrid Walter, Ronald Nicholson, H.A.Saintsbury,
Leslie French, Geoffrey Wilkinson, H.Bennett, C.Bond, R.Culpin, Ernest Fosbrooke, G.Harris,
E.James, Michael Logan, Wilfred Lyndon, J.Macintosh, Laurence Olivier (suppliant / guard /
servant), J.Parish, B.Russell, A.Sorlie, C.Walker, Frank VosperCREDITSDirection: Robert Atkins
and Keith Pyott | Author: Sophocles | Set design: Hubert HineTHE PLAYThe tragedy of Oedipus,
who unknowingly kills his father, provokes a plague in Thebes and marries his mother.[This play
had an all-male cast with masks, Ancient Greek's style.]REVIEWS"The first production by the
Greek Play Society –that of the Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, was given on Sunday, January
10, at the New Scala Theatre, in the ancient Athenian style, the actors wearing masks and
buskins. Some of the masks –such as those of Jocasta and Creon, had painted eyes, while
others had gaps beneath the brows. The setting was designed by Mr Hubert Hine, and the
movements of the Chorus, arranged by Mr Robert Atkins, were very effective."E.H.G., The
Illustrated London News, 16 January 1926THE CENCIMarch 8th, 1926Empire Theatre
(London)CASTGwen Hawkins, Penelope Spencer, Stockwell Hawkins, Sybil Thorndike, Jack
Hawkins, H R Hignett, Hubert Carter, Vere Shepstone, Lawrence Anderson, Lewis Casson,
Beatrice Wilson, Victor Lewisohn, Matthew Forsyth, Desmond Deane, Arthur Wontner, Laurence
Olivier (Orsino's servant / ASM), John H. Moore, Eugene Leahy, George Blackwood, Terence
RansonCREDITSDirection: Lewis T. Casson | Author: Percy B. ShelleyTHE PLAYSet in 1599 in
Rome, it's a horrific tragedy of a young woman executed for the pre-meditated murder of her
tyrannical father.OLIVIER:"Special performances of Shelley's The Cenci were added to the bill
of Henry VIII and I was given the part of an old servant to Orsino (Arthur Wontner). Somehow I
managed to make an impression with this tiny bit; Sybil used to refer to it from time to time over
the next forty years."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"Such is the wonderful art of Miss Sybil
Thorndike that she can almost convince one that a bad play is really a good one. The case of
The Cenci, at the Empire Theatre, affords an illustration of her powers."Aberdeen Press and
Journal, 9 March 1926"It is hard to see why Shelley's play, The Cenci is considered even by a
minority to be a masterpiece. It has few of the qualities that give to Shelley's poems the imprint of
genius, and as produced this evening at the Empire Theatre, it gave more than ever the
impression of being the product of a diseased mind. (…) But the shortcomings of the play
cannot detract from the superb acting of Mr Carter as the Cenci, and Miss Sybil Thorndike as his
daughter Beatrice."The Scotsman, 9 March 1926"Miss Sybil Thorndike and those who appear



with her make the very best of the tragedy. It is well acted and well produced, but take it for all in
all it is a gruesome story."Sheffield Independent, 10 March 1926"(…) we think that Shelley might
have been allowed to speak for himself, without any discourse such as that which Miss
Clemence Dane kindly consented to give before the two Monday evening performances and two
Friday matinées of this lurid, sombre, and designedly horrible tragedy of incest and of the
temporary conquest of virginal purity by a grim and indeed monstrous embodiment of evil."The
Stage, 11 March 1926MARVELLOUS HISTORY OF SAINT BERNARDApril 7th, 1926Kingsway
Theatre (London)CASTWallace Geoffrey, M.S. Mottram, Robert Harris, Osmund Willson, Leslie
Paine, Margaret Chatwin, Hedley Briggs, Dennis Barry, Daisy England, Gwen Ffrangcon-Davies,
Andrew Churchman, James Dale, Laurence Olivier (minstrel/extra), George Howe, Noel
Goodwin, Valerie Taylor, Alan Edmiston, H.O. Nicholson, Scott Sunderland, Peter Creswell,
Ernest Haines, Charles Maunsell, Denys Blakelock, Grosvenor North, Esme
HubbardCREDITSDirection: A.E. Filmer | Author: Henri Ghéon | Translation: Barry V. Jackson |
Set design: Paul Shelving | Music: K. Ernest IrvingTHE PLAYThe author converts from verse to
prose the history of Saint Bernard in Savoie.OLIVIER:"I wasn't exactly within the magic circle of
my heart's desire yet –that means I was not yet a member of Sir Barry Jackson's Birmingham
Rep, but I was under the same banner; I was engaged to play the small but fairly telling role of
the Minstrel in The Marvellous History of Saint Bernard, a beautiful parable play by the French
dramatist much in vogue just then, Henri Ghéon. I was also to understudy the name part. (…)
The run of Saint Bernard was irrecoverably interrupted. lt was 1926 and there in my diary, in
large pencilled letters, is 'STRIKE??!' on 3 May. On the fifth, 'St Bernard closes after matinée –
pro tem?'."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"It would be so easy to fall into banality, and even
worse, but so excellently has the play been written, and translated, that the easy, natural
dialogue preserves a remarkable dignity and deep appeal to the sense of fitness."The
Scotsman, 8 April 1926"The Marvellous History of Saint Bernard should appeal to cultured
lovers and refined stage art, and questions of faith need have nothing at all to do with the
matter."The Stage, 15 April 1926THE MERCHANT OF VENICEApril 23rd, 1926Haymarket
Theatre (London)CASTThe British Empire Shakespeare Society: Harcourt Williams, Carol Reed,
Douglas Burbidge, Walter Schofield, Ben Webster, William Hawkins, Hector Macgregor, Nigel
Clarke, Gwen Ffrangcon-Davies, Clare Atwood, Jane Connard, Doreen Erroll, Adela Mavis,
Henry Oscar, Cathleen Nesbitt, Sybil Thorndike, Nigel Playfair, Cyril Hardingham, A.Corney
Grain, Michael Sherbrooke, Laurence Olivier (gentleman)CREDITSDirection: Edith Craig |
Author: William ShakespeareTHE PLAYAntonio, a young merchant, obtains a loan from Shylock
on behalf of his friend Bassanio who requires the money to woo a wealthy heiress, Portia.
Shylock agrees to lend the money on condition of claiming a pound of Antonio's flesh in case of
default of payment.[On this occasion, only the Belmont and Trial scenes were presented and in
modern fashion.]REVIEWS"They [the Society] had been unable to secure other setting for the
Merchant of Venice at the Haymarket Theatre than a modern interior. The experiment did one
thing (says a Morning Post writer) if it did nothing else. It brought out latent humour which one



had never suspected before; in fact, rarely has an audience laughed so much at The Merchant
and the laughter after a time was not at the ludicrous, but at the humour which Shakespeare
intended should be found there."Yorkshire Evening Post, 24 April 1926THE SONGMay 3rd,
1926Court Theatre (London)CASTLaurence Olivier (Lucio de Costanza), Hedley Briggs, Natalie
Moya, Daisy England, Dennis Barry, Paul SmytheCREDITSDirection: Antony Bernard | Author:
Adela MaddisonTHE PLAYIn XVI century Italy, near Bologna, Lorenzo de Costanza has, during
two years' absence in the Far East of his brother Lucio, married the brother's old playmate and
sweetheart Bianca.Matinée performance in aid of The Cross Roads Club (for homeless mothers
and their babies).REVIEWS"The highly coloured and flamboyant dialogue of this rather
portentously archaic or quasi-romantic play was spoken with pains by Mr Laurence Olivier and
Mr Dennis Barry as the brothers."The Stage, 20 May 1926THE BARBER AND THE COWJuly
1st, 1926Palace Theatre (Clacton-on-Sea)CASTBirmingham Repertory Theatre Company:
Cedric Hardwicke, William Pringle, Dorothy Black, Frank Moore, Aubrey Mallalieu, Charles
Leighton, Dorothy Hall, Geoffrey Wilkinson, Edward Chapman, Ralph Richardson, Arthur
Blanch, Horace Wentworth / Laurence OlivierCREDITSDirection: Barry Jackson | Author: D.T.
DaviesTHE PLAYWelsh comedy.OLIVIER:"In my first job at Birmingham, two years later, which I
would have given my ears to get, where I had dreamt of being, where I knew would be found the
absolute foundation of any good that I could ever be in my profession –in my very first part I was
nearly fired for giggling. I gagged –stupid little idiot that I was. Thank God, there was a very
sweet man at the head of that organisation, a great man, Barry Jackson, and he had mercy on
me and allowed me to stay. I was very nearly fired."Great Acting"Between the end of the run of
Saint Bernard and the start of the tour of The Farmer's Wife I had been hastily rushed into the
poorish juvenile part in The Barber and the Cow for a one-week try-out at Clacton-on- Sea. lt
had been successfully enough received at the Birmingham Rep. for Barry Jackson to try it out
further abroad. I was sent to see it at Birmingham and witness Ralph's performance in the part I
was to take over from him, so that he could take over a better and older part from another actor
who was unable to continue in the play."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"Dealing with a
village community, mainly Nonconformists, he [Davies] furnishes a humanistic study of the
mentality of some of his race. Thus in displaying the foibles and characteristics of these rural folk
he dispenses the milk of human kindness, and we are filled with good-natured and tolerant
laughter."The Era, 16 June 1926THE FARMER'S WIFEJune 28th / July 1st / - / - / July 26th / - /
September 20th / November 1st / November 8th / November 21st / December 6th,
1926Hippodrome (Margate) / Grand (Derby) / Opera House (Scarborough) / Palace Theatre
(Clacton-on-Sea) / Pavilion (Torquay) / The Wimbledon / King's Theatre (London) / Lyceum
(Sheffield) / Royal (Glasgow) / Lyceum (Edinburgh) / Birmingham Repertory Theatre
(Birmingham)CASTBirmingham Repertory Theatre Company: Madge Burbage, Fred W
Pearmain, Emile Littler, Stringer Davis, Brian Hayle, W J Manning, Lucy Edwin, Madge Brindley,
Rosa Bennett, Viola Lyel, Laurence Olivier (Richard Coaker), Frank S. Strickland, Lina Nazeby,
Freda Clark, Sylvia Page, Geraldine Fitzmaurice, Percival Parkins, Rosalie Heath, Rex Walters,



Florence LeClercq, Douglas Payne and Dorothy Black, Flo Marriot-Watson, Joyce Moore,
Donald R YoungCREDITSDirection: Emile Littler, H.K. Ayliff | Author: Eden Phillpotts | Set
design: Paul ShelvingTHE PLAYSet in Devonshire, the story concerns Samuel Sweetland, a
farmer and a widower, who decides to marry again. Helped by his housekeeper Araminta, he
makes out a list of the various eligible women and proposes to them in turn.OLIVIER:"The
Farmer's Wife had three concurrent tours for five years and, you knew, if you got in there, you
weren't going to be out of a job if you were any good at all."Great ActingREVIEWS"Notable
impersonations are those of F.W. Permain, Madge Burbage, Florence LeClercq, Frank S.
Strickland and Laurence Olivier."The Stage, 29 July 1926"Mr Laurence Olivier's interpretation of
Richard Coaker is capital."The Stage (The Wimbledon), 16 September 1926"Samuel Sweetland
is very safe in the hands of Frank S. Strickland, as are the characters of the lovesick rustics,
George Smerdon and Richard Coaker, by Ronald Simpson and Laurence Olivier, who make love
with great, if bashful, gusto to the two attractive, pretty sisters, Petronella and Sibley, as
portrayed by Viola Lyel and Freda Clark."The Stage, 22 September 1926"Laurence Olivier, as
Richard Coaker, and Stringer Davis, as George Smerdon, deserve praise."The Stage
(Glasgow), 11 November 1926"Messrs Stringer Davis and Laurence Olivier are satisfactory as
the youthful swains."The Scotsman, 23 November 1926SOMETHING TO TALK ABOUTJanuary
31st, 1927Birmingham Repertory Theatre (Birmingham)CASTBirmingham Repertory Theatre
Company: Melville Copper, Isabel Thornton, Charles Leighton, Oswald Skilbeck, Laurence
Olivier (the Hon. Guy Sidney), Dorothy Turner, Frank MooreCREDITSDirection: W.G. Fay |
Author: Eden Phillpotts | Set design: Hugh OwenTHE PLAYOn Christmas night a burglar breaks
into the Sydneys residence to steal their Christmas presents. The burglar points his revolver at
Guy, the son, who discovers him, but he wins his confidence with his clever talk. Guy asks his
permission to bring his sister as she probably wants to watch him at work.[Sketch that preceded
Well of the Saints.]OLIVIER:"The evening was composed of a double bill, a curtain-raiser as silly
as it sounds, Something to Talk About, not up to Eden Phillpotts's usual standard, followed by
Synge's The Well of the Saints."Confessions of An ActorREVIEWS"Mr Melville Cooper was very
good as the burglar, and Mr Laurence Olivier acted with delightful suavity as his first discoverer,
the Hon. Guy Sydney."E.A.C., Birmingham Daily Gazette, 1 February 1927"Mr Olivier made an
enthusiastic dude."The Era, 9 February 1927"Mr Lawrence [sic] Olivier show the real spirit of
comedy."The Stage, 10 February 1927WELL OF THE SAINTSJanuary 29th, 1927Birmingham
Repertory Theatre (Birmingham)CASTBirmingham Repertory Theatre Company: Dorothy
Turner, Hilda Miles, Howell Davies, William Pringle, Maud Gill, Laurence Olivier (Mat Simon),
Jane Welsh, Eric Knight, Josette Macsherry, C. Fawdry, Stringer Davis, Ida Gilbert, R.
Thompson, Melville CooperCREDITSDirection: W.G. Fay | Author: John Millington Synge | Set
design: Hugh OwenTHE PLAYThe story of two blind beggars that, when they get their sight
restored, they discover they do not like what they see.[The play was preceded by Something to
Talk About.]REVIEWS"The acting is on a really good level. (…) Others in the cast are Miss
Dorothy Turner, Mr Lawrence [sic] Olivier, and, Mr Eric Knight."The Stage, 10 February



1927THE THIRD FINGERFebruary 12th, 1927Birmingham Repertory Theatre
(Birmingham)CASTBirmingham Repertory Theatre Company: Melville Cooper, Ida Gilbert,
Isabel Thornton, Maud Gill, Dorothy Turner, Jane Welsh, Elana Aherne, Charles Cullum, Josette
Macsherry, Stringer Davis, Laurence Olivier (Tom Hardcastle)CREDITSDirection: W.G. Fay |
Author: R.R. Whittaker | Set design: Hugh OwenTHE PLAYA girl conscious of good looks and
not a little personal charm resents the assumption by her village community that, like her elder
sister, she is destined to die an old maid.REVIEWS"The final solution is skilfully postponed, and
in the interval there are many amusing complications."The Times, 14 February 1927"The play is
on the slight side, but it never drags, and the sparkle is sustained up to the last."E.A.C.,
Birmingham Daily Gazette, 14 February 1927"(…) indeed all the subsidiary characters
contributed to the success of the production."The Era, 16 February 1927THE MANOCH
FAMILYFebruary 26th, 1927Birmingham Repertory Theatre (Birmingham)CASTBirmingham
Repertory Theatre Company: Jane Welsh, Dorothy Turner, Nancy Mcbride, Margaret Chatwin,
Melville Cooper, Maud Gill, Gertrude Sterroll, Laurence Olivier (Peter
Mannoch)CREDITSDirection: W.G. Fay | Author: Murray McClymont | Set design: Hugh
OwenTHE PLAYThe play opens with a rough drunken father correcting his pretty daughter Aisla
in "the fine old patriarchal manner –with a horse-whip." Young Peter Mannoch fights for the hand
of this girl "of lower degree" against the wishes of his elders. OLIVIER:"The management at
Birmingham were not slow to give me chances. After a deliberate setback or two, obviously done
to test my head for possible swelling, there came a splendid juvenile lead in The Mannoch
Family, a new play by Murray Maclymont."Plays and PlayersREVIEWS"Miss Dorothy Turner
showed the spirit and quickness which the part of Beatrice Mannoch demands, and the
generous, impetuous Peter was sympathetically played by Mr Laurence Olivier."E.A.C.,
Birmingham Daily Gazette, 28 February 1927
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greg f, “The missing piece in Olivier biography.. Well , It took years but now we finally have the
definitive text on Laurence Oliviers stage career. Margarida Araya has done a fabulous job
gathering cast and production notes, Oliviers own comments AND all the major critical reviews
of each production. It is a feast for anybody interested in theatre history and Oliviers
extraordinary part in it .”

The book by Margarida Araya has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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